SELECTED SONGS
by
Arthur Foote

Go, lovely Rose. ........................................... .50
A Song of Your Seasons. ............................... .50
I'm wearing away. ....................................... .50
Love me, if I live! ....................................... .50
Ashes of Roses. ......................................... .50
A Litty. (My True Love hath My Heart.) ......... .30
Mennon. .................................................... .50
On the way to Kew. ...................................... .50
Constancy. ................................................ .50
The Roses are Dead. .................................... .30
Through the long Days and Years ................... .40
The Night has a Thousand Eyes ...................... .30
The Eden Rose. .......................................... .50
Bisesa's Song. ............................................ .50
The Milkmaid's Song. ................................... .50
In Picardie. .............................................. .50

High Voice. 
Medium Voice. 
Low Voice.
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